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Generic Letter 95-07 requested that
licensees provide information concerning pressure
locking and thermal binding of safety-related power-
operated gate valves. Our response was transmitted as
References 1 through 3.

This letter transmits the information
requested by Reference 4. If you have any questions
concerning this information, please contact us.

Very truly yours,
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Donald F. Schnell
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| UNION ELECTRIC RESPONSE TO NRC REQUEST EVR
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONCERNING GENERIC LETTER 95-07

!

1 NRC Question 1

| Due to the licensee's planned corrective action schedules for

] valves EJHV8811A&B, Containment Recirculation Sump to RHR Pump
i Suction, and ENHV0001&7, Containment Recirculation Sump to

Containment Spray Pump Suction, which extends to 1999, the,

staff believes it is important to review licensee actions
,

regarding the current operability of these valves. Please*

j provide a detailed plan of your intended actions to provide
i assurance of the operability of these valves.
:

| Union Electric Response
;

! In August 1993, Union Electric evaluated these valves in
i response to NUREG 1275. This evaluation noted that when

the valves are stroke tested, the system is drained. The
valves are closed dry with no water in the bonnet. Since.

j free volume exists in the bonnet, the valves are not

j susceptible to pressure locking.

In April 1995, testing verified that free volume existed
: in the valve bonnets of EJHV8811A & B as requested in NRC
i Temporary Instruction 2515/129. Union Electric

calculation EJ-21 determined sufficient free volume was
'

present to preclude thermally induced pressure locking,
j The results of the test and calculation were provided to

the NRC senior resident inspector at Callaway.
,

I
j Bonnet free volume verification tests are performed

following approximately 18 months of plant operation.;
'

Since the bonnets are left dry following stroke testing,
the only path for water to enter the bonnet is leakage

i past the valve seat. Testing after one cycle of operation
verifles the bonnet conditions at the worst case, with the'

maximum amount of time for seat leakage to occur.

3
Specifically, the piping system is drained prior to

.
testing the valve. Quality control personnel locally

1 observe the valve opening by viewing the disk movement

i from the containment recirculation sump. Any fluid that
falls from the bonnet is contained and quantified. With

s the system drained, the valve is re-closed. Closing the
valve in a dry system under no differential pressure
results in consistent repeatable seating of the disk.

.
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Future performance can be expected to behave similarly to
past history.

This same test is scheduled to be performed on the four
subject valves during Callaway's 8th refueling outage in
October 1996. The test will again be performed during
Callaway's 9th refueling outage scheduled for April 1998.

,

Also during refuel 9, we will modify the 'B' train valves, *

ENHV0007 and EJHV8811B by installing " air expansion pipes"
on the valve bonnets. These expansion pipes, elevated |
above the valve bonnets, will be connected to the packing
leakoff line with instrument tubing. The air cushion
provided by these expansion pipes will ensure sufficient
free volume will always be present to preclude thermally
induced pressure locking.

During refuel 10, in the fall of 1999 the same
modification will be installed on the 'A' train valves,
ENHV0001 and EJHV8811A. After this modification is
installed on the valves, bonnet free volume verification i

testing will be eliminated. The installation schedule
coincides with the planned train work and will allow the
modification to be designed and implemented within the
normal refuel planning and scheduling process.

NRC Question 2

Valves EJHV8716A/B, RHR Train A/B SI System Hot Leg
Recirculation Isolation, may be susceptible to thermally
induced pressure locking while closed due to heat transfer from
the residual heat removal (RHR) system during a design basis
event. Please provide the details (including calculations, if !

applicable) of your pressure locking evaluations for these !
valves.

Union Electric Response

The evaluation and screening performed when developing
Union ' Electric's response to GL 95-07 included valves
EJHV8716A & B. The screening was performed in accordance
with the Westinghouse Owners Group methodology. The
evaluation for these valves is provided in Attachment 2.

IEJHV8716A & B are not susceptible to pressure locking or
thermal binding.

NRC Question 3

Valves EMHV8801A/B, Boron Injection Outlet Isolation and
EMHV8803A/B, Boron Injection Header Supply from CCP Isolation, ;
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may become pressurized during plant operation and become
pressure locked during a design basis event. Please provide r

details (including calculations if applicable) of your pressure
locking evaluations for these valves.

,

Union Electric Response

The evaluation and screening performed when developing
Union Electric's response to GL 95-07 included valves '

EMHV8801A/B and EMHV8803A/B. The screening was performed
in accordance with the Westinghouse owners Group
methodology. The evaluation for these valves is provided
in Attachments 3 and 4, respectively. EMHV8801A/B and
EMHV8803A/B are not susceptible to pressure locking or
thermal binding. i

NRC Question 4

Valves BBHV8000A/B, Pressurizer PORV Inlet Isolation, may be
susceptible to thermal binding if shut to isolate a postulated
leaking PORV and later required to open after a cooldown. In '

addition, these valves may be susceptible to pressure locking
if shut to isolate a postulated leaking PORV and later required
to open following a depressurization of the reactor coolant
system. Please provide the details (including calculations, if
applicable) of your pressure locking evaluations for these i
valves. '

Union Electric Response

The evaluation and screening performed when developing
Union Electric's response to GL 95-07 included valves
BBHV8000A/B. The screening was performed in accordance
with the Westinghouse Owners Group methodology. The
evaluation for these valves is provided in Attachment 5.
BBHV8000A & B are not susceptible to pressure locking or
thermal binding.

NRC Question 5

Valve FCHV0312, Turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump
isolation, may be susceptible to thermally-induced pressure

,

locking if it is located in a configuration where steam
condensate could become trapped in the valve bonnet. Please i

provide the details (including calculations, if applicable) of !
your pressure locking evaluations for these valves.

. _ .
_ ._

_ ._
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Union Electric Response

At Callaway, FCHV0312 is a globe style valve. The
upstream side of the plug is always open to the inlet
piping. Due to its design, this valve is not susceptible
to pressure locking, and for Union Electric, is not within
the scope of Generic Letter 95-07.

NRC Question 6

In Attachment 1 to GL 95-07, the NRC staff requested that
licensees include consideration of the potential for gate
valves to undergo pressure locking or thermal binding during
surveillance testing. During workshops on GL 95-07 in each
Region, the NRC staff stated that, if closing a safety-related
power-operated gate valve for test or surveillance defeats the
capability of the safety system or t. rain, the licensee should
perform one of the following within the scope of GL 95-07:

1. Verify that the valve is not susceptible to pressure
locking or thermal binding while closed,

2. Follow plant technical specifications for the train / system
while the valve is closed,

3. Demonstrate that the actuator has sufficient capacity to
overcome these phenomena, or

4. Make appropriate hardware and/or procedural modifications
to prevent pressure locking and thermal binding.

The staff stated that normally open, safety-related power-
operated gate valves which are closed for test or surveillance
but must return to the open position should be evaluated within
the scope of GL 95-07. The licensee's submittal states, in the
Evaluation Method section, that valves that are normally open
and have an open safety position were eliminated, which appears
to be in contradiction to the recommendations of GL 95-07.
Please describe how the licensee intends to address this issue.

Union Electric Response

Union Electric has six normally open valves within the
scope of GL 95-07 which have a safety function to open.
These six valves are suction isolation valves from the
Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) to the Containment
Spray, Safety Injection, and the Residual Heat Removal
pumps. The environment these six valves are located in is
not conducive to pressure locking or thermal binding.

!
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RWST maximum pressure and temperature are not high enough
to create either a pressure locking or thermal binding
situation. Therefore, option 1 above is applicable in
that the valves are not susceptible to pressure locking or
thermal binding while closed.

NRC Question 7

Through review of operational experience. feedback, the staff is
aware of instances where licensees have completed design or
procedural modifications to preclude pressure locking or
thermal binding which may have had an adverse impact on plant
safety due to incomplete or incorrect evaluation of the
potential effects of these modifications. Please describe
evaluations and training for plant personnel that have been
conducted for each design or procedural modification completed
to address potential pressure locking or thermal binding
concerns.

Union Electric Response

Union Electric implemented one modification and credited
two procedural items when performing the evaluation for
pressure locking and thermal binding.

Valves EJFCV0610 & 611 were identified as potentially
susceptible to thermal binding. A modification (CMP 95-
1007) was implemented to convert from torque switch to
limit switch control. The limit switch is set to stop the
valve disc movement approximately 1/2" before the disk
hard-contacts the seat. At this position the disk covers
the seat orifice, flow is stopped, and retests were
performed to ensure any leakby was sufficiently low to
maintain operability of the system.

The effects of this modification were evaluated as part of
Callaway's modification process. A 10CFR50.59 evaluation
was completed which considered any adverse impact on plant
safety. This modification did not require any changes to
operator actions. The Callaway Equipment List and a
maintenance procedure were revised to reflect the new
settings for the limit switch.

As discussed in the response to Question 1, until a
modification is implemented, additional testing is
performed on valves EJHV8811A/B and ENHV0001/7. During
surveillance testing, performed every refueling, the
amount of free volume in the valve bonnets is quantified.
The steps to quantify the free volume are contained in
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surveillance procedures OSP-EJ-V0002A and OSP-EN-V0002.
This test was performed in refuel 7. The procedural steps
to perform this test are simple and clear. No special
operator training was required.

In the pressure locking evaluation, credit was taken (for
some valves) for identification of backleakage through
check valves from high pressure sources. Pressure
readings are recorded every shift by the operators in the
control room (reference plant. procedure ODP-ZZ-00016) . At
predetermined values, engineering is required to be
notified and appropriate actions are taken. Again, no
special training was performed. The procedure simply
directs the operators to notify engineering if the
pressure is higher than the predetermined limit.
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EJHV8716A & B, RHR TO SI SYS HOT LEO RECIRC ISO ;

DESCRIFFION

EJHV8716A & B are 12" flexible wedge gate valves, equipped with SB-1 operators that have :pring I

compensators. The valves are setup to close on limit. The valves are located in the auxiliary I uilding and I

isolate the residual heat removal (RHR) pumps from the hot leg recirculation line. The maxin um post
accident temperature for these valves is 107* F.

SAFETY RELATED FUNCTION

i

During normal operations, these valves are open. Post accident the valves are closed for the cold leg
Jrecirculation phase of a LOCA response, and 13 hours later opened during the hot leg recirculation phase i

of a LOCA response. I

l

EVALUATION DISCUSSION ,

When closed, EJHV8716A & B are exposed to RWST fluid which is at a maximum of 100* F. No i
significant temperature increase (as described below) is expected prior to opening these valves.
Additionally, the valves are closed on limit and the operator is equipped with a spring compensator. Both
of these items reduce the wedging forces during closing. Thus, thermal binding is not a concern for these
valves.

|

!

Since the valves are normally open, pressure locking due to trapped pressurized water in the bonnet is not I
a concern. The valves are closed for cold leg recirculation and then opened 13 hours later for hot leg
recirculation. At 13 hours post LOCA, the containment recirculation sump temperature is less than 200*
F. These valves are located downstream of the RHR heat exchanger, where the sump fluid has been
cooled. Additionally, the valves are located in a stagnant leg, not directly in contact with the flow to the

,

cold legs. The conditions to create thermally induced pressure locking are not present. Thus valves
EJHV8716A & B are not susceptible to pressure locking.

Some plants have postulated the potential for thermally induced pressure locking if these valves are
required to open in response to a LOCA initiating in Mode 4. The valve in the operating RHR loop could
be exposed to hot fluid early in the cooldown stage when RHR is initiated. It may be required to open to
allow one pump to inject into all 4 cold legs. This is not applicable at Callaway. Callaway has plant
specific analyses which verified that two-leg ECCS injection is acceptable flow in Mode 4. Also the
licensing basis for Callaway is Hot Standby, therefore this mode 4 scenario is beyond the scope of GL 95-
07.

CONCLUSION

EJHV8716A & B are not susceptible to pressure locking or thermal binding.

EJHV8716
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| WOG VALVE CATEGORIZATION CRITERIA FOR
,

l

| PRESSURELOCKING AND THERMAL BINDING
l I
| |,

| VALVE: EJHV8716A & B. RHR TO SI SYS HOT LEG RECIRC ISO

l
INITIAL SCREENING TO ELIMINATE ALL NON-APPLICABLE VALVES 1

i

1. Valve Applicability |

(a) Is the valve a safety related Power Operated Gate Valve? Y

(b) Does the valve have a heensing comnutment? Y
| \
l If NO to BOTH, then the valve is considered not applicable. |

2. Function

(a) Does the valve have a safety-related function to open? Y j

If YES,
|

(i) Is it normally or occasionally closed during normal or safety Y
related operations?

If NO, then valve is considered not applicable.

If no, then valve is considered not applicable.

3. Component Designfor Pressure Locking

(a) Is the valve a solid wedge gate valve? N

If YES, then the valve is considered not applicable for pressure locking.

4. Component Designfor ThermalBinding

(a) Is the valve a double disk gate valve? N

(b) Is the valve a parallel disk gate valve? N

If YES to ANY, then the valve is considered not applicable-

for thermal binding.

f

I
|

EJHV8716
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COMPONENTLEVEL SCREENING

5. Pressure Incking

(a) Does the valve have a design feature that mitigates pressure N |

locking (i.e., hole in disk, bonnet bypass line, bonnet pressure
relief, active packing leakoffline, etc.)?

|

| If YES, then the valve is considered not susceptible to pressure locking.

|

| 6. ThermalBinding
|

Not applicable |

|

SYSTEM LEVEL SCREENING
|
'

7A. Pressure Locking (flydraulic Efects)
i

(a) is the valve normally or occasionally exposed to high pressure N
| fluid and is the attached piping potentially depressurized prior
I to valve actuation?

I
l (b) is the valve, which is not normally exposed to high pressure N

fluid, potentially subjected to high pressure fluid due to leakage
from a high pressure source and is the attached piping potentially
depressurized prior to valve actuation?

|
'

If NO to ALL, then valve is considered not susceptible to pressure
locking due to hydraulic effects.

|
7B. Pressure Locking (ThermalEfects)

!

(a) Is the valve stem oriented in a horizontal or below horizontal N )
configuration as to trap steam condensate in the bonnet when I

closed? I

|

(b) Does the valve, which is not normally or occasionally exposed to N
; hot fluid, potentially experience body temperature changes from
! fluid temperature conditions in the attached piping?

(c) Does the valve, which is not normally exposed to high N
temperature conditions, potentially experience hot temperature
conditions (e.g., high energy line break)?

! (d) Can the valve see a temperature increase greater than normal N
ambient swings? i

| 1

|

; if NO to ALL, then the valve is considered not susceptible to pressure
: locking due to thermal effects.
!

,

!

I

j EJHV8716

i

{- _
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8A. ThermalBinding(Wedge Efect)

(a) Is the valve closed hot followed by a significant cooldows N
and then required to open?

(b) Is the hot valve required to close while the system / valve is N
cooling down (i.e., subject valve closure terminates cooling)
and required to open after the valve has cooled down?

j

(c) Can a significant temperature gradient develop across the N
valve after it is closed and is the valve then required to j
be opened? i

If NO to ALL, then the valve is considered ret susceptrole to
thermal binding due to the wedge effect. ;

I
8B. ThermalBinding (Stem Efect) |

(a) Is the valve closed hot, with no subsequent cooldown, N
then required to open?

(b) Is the hot valve required to close while the systema 31ve N ;

is being cooled down and signaled to open before the valve j
cools down (i.e., not completely cooled down)?

If NO to ALL, then the valve is considered not susceptible to
thermal binding due to the stem effect.

COMMENTS

All answers to component and system level screening are 'NO'.

Valve is downstream of RHR heat exchanger.

Valve is not susceptible to pressure locking / thermal binding.
<

Temperature is always less than 200* F when required for SR opening.

-

EJHV8716
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EVALUATION CRITERIA TO ELIMINATE REMAINING VALVES

1. Pressure Locking

(a) Does the valve inservice testing conditions bound the N/A
postulated thermal and hydraulic pressure locking
conditions?

(b) Is the actuator sized for maximum expected bonnet pressure N/A
due to combined thermal and hydraulic pressure locking
conditions?

If YES to Either, then the valve is considered not susceptible to
pressure locking.

2A. ThermalBinding(Wedge Efect)

(a) Does a procedure exist that requires cycling the valve at a N/A
cooling AT interval of approximately 20-50'F.

If YES, then the valve is musidered not susceptible to thermal binding
due to the wedge effect.

28. Thermal Binding (Stem Efect)

(a) Does the valve actuator have a compensating spring for N/A
stem growth?

If YES, then the valve is considered not susceptible to thermal binding
due to the stem effect.

2C. ThermalBinding (General)

(a) Is the actuator sized for unseating tluust which takes into
N/A

account differential thermal contraction of valve disk and
body as well as stem growth?

(b) Does the valve inservice testing conditions bound the postulated N/A
thermalbinding conditions?

If YES to ANY, then the valve is considered not susceptible to
thermal binding.

EJHV8716
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EMHV8801A & B, BORONINJHDR OUTLETISO

DESCRIPTION

EMHV8801 A & B are 4" flexible wedge gate valves, equipped with SBD-00 operators that have spring
compensators. The valves are setup to close on limit. The valves are located in the auxiliaiy building and
isolate the boron injection header from the reactor coolant system (RCS) cold leg injection. The
maximum post accident temperature these valves will see is 110' F.

|

SAFETY RELATED FUNCTION

During normal operations, these valves are closed. The vahrs are required to open upon receipt of a
safety injection signal, and other emergency conditions which require injection of waterio the reactor
coolant system.

EVALUATION DISCUSSION

EMHV8801 A & B are not exposed to hot conditions. Additionally, these ulves are closed on limit and
the valve operators are equipped with a spring compensator. Both of these items reduce the wedging
forces during closing. Thus, thermal binding is not a concern.

These valves are normally closed, and are isolated from the RCS by two check valves in series. Since a
small amount ofleakage is allowed, over time the potential exists for the downstream side of the valves to
be exposed to RCS pressure Leakage past the valve seat into the bonnet could result in bonnet pressure
near RCS pressure.

However, the valve actuators currently have excess capability when opening the ulves against their
design differential pressure of 2713 psid. The design differential pressure value is almost 500 psi greater
than normal RCS pressure. Since RCS pressure is less than the design condition for these ulves, pressure
locking resulting from check valve leakage is not a concern.

In addition, these valves are stroke tested in the Inservice Testing (IST) program on a quarterly basis.
Under normal plant operations, these valves are isolated from the charging pump discharge header. If

Icheck valve leakage from the RCS were present, then the testing conditions are representative of the
conditions under which the valves operate when required to open to perform timir safety function. !

Currently, temperature monitoring is performed on a quarterly basis to identify excessive RCS check valve
leakage. While pressurization from check valve leakage is not a concern for these valves as described
above, any excessive leakage found would be repaired.

Since these valves are not exposed to high temperatures during normal or accident operations, the
conditions to create thermally induced pressure locking are not present.

CONCLUSION

EMHV8801 A & B are not susceptible to pressure locking or thermal binding.

EMHV8801
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WOG VALVE CATEGORIZATION CRITERIA FOR

PRESSURE LOCKING AND THERMAL BINDING

VALVE: EMHV8801 A & B. BORON INJ HDR OUTLET ISO

INITIAL SCREENING TO ELIMINATE ALL NON-APPLICABLE VALVES

1. Valve Applicability

(a) Is the valve a safety related Power Operated Gate Valve? Y

(b) Does the valve have a licensing commitment? Y

If NO to BOTH, then the vahe is considered not applicable.

2. Function

(a) Does the valve have a safety-related function to open? Y

If YES,

(i) Is it normally or occasionally closed during normal or safety Y
related operations?

If NO, then valve is considered not applicable. '

|
If no, then valve is considered not applicable. i

3. Component Designfor Pressure Locking

(a) Is the valve a solid wedge gate valve? N

If YES, then the valve is considered not applicable for pressure locking.

4. Component Designfor ThermalBinding

(a) Is the valve a double disk gate valve? N

(b) Is the valve a parallel disk gate valve? N

If YES to ANY, then the valve is considered not applicable
for thermal binding.

|

EMHV8801
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COMPONENTLEVEL SCREENING

S, Pressure Locking

(a) Does the valve have a design feature that mitigates pressure N
locking (i.e., hole in disk, bonnet bypass line, bonnet pressure
relief, active packing leakoffline, etc.)?

If YES, then the valve is considered not susceptible to pressure locking.

6. ThermalBinding

Not applicable

SYSTEM LEVEL SCREENING

7A. Pressure Locking (Hydraulic Efects)

(a) Is the valve normally or occasionally exposed to high pressure N
fluid and is the attached piping potentially depressurized prior
to valve actuation?

(b) Is the valve, which is not normally exposed to high pressure N **

fluid, potentially subjected to high pressure fluid due to leakage
from a high pressure source and is the attached piping potentially
depressurized prior to valve actuation?

If NO to ALL, then valve is considered not susceptible to pressure
lecking due to hydraulic effects.

7B. Pressure Locking (ThermalEfects)

(a) Is the valve stem oriented in a horizontal or below horizontal N
configuration as to trap steam condensate in the bonnet when
closed?

(b) Does the valve, which is not normally or occasionally exposed to N
hot fluid, potentially experience body temperature changes from
fluid temperature conditions in the attached piping?

(c) Does the valve, which is not normally e::pesed to high N
temperature conditions, potentially expetience hot temperature
conditions (e.g., high energy line break)?

(d) Can the valve see a temperature increase greater than normal N
ambient swings?

If NO to ALL, then the valve is considered not susceptible to pressure
locking due to thermal effects.

|

EMHV8801

_ _ _ _ - - - _
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8A. ThennalBinding (Wedge Efect)

(a) Is the vake closed hot followed by a significant cooldown N
and then required to open?

i

(b) Is the hot valve required to close while the systemkalve is N
,

cooling down (i.e., subject valve closure terminates cooling) i

and required to open after the valve has cooled dowm?

(c) Can a significant temperature gradient develop across the N

valve after it is closed and is the valve then required to
be opened?

If NO to ALL, then the valve is considered not susceptible to
thermal binding due to the wedge effect.

88. ThennalBinding (Stem Efect)

1

(a) Is the valve closed hot, with no subsequent cooldown, N l

then required to open?

(b) Is the hot valve required to close while the system / valve N
is being cooled down and signaled to open before the valve
cools down (i.e., not completely cooled down)?

If NO to ALL, then the valve is considered not susceptible to
thermal binding due to the stem effect.

** COMMFNIS

All answers to component and system level screening are 'NO'.

7A.(b) May be pressurized from RCS due to check valve leakage,
but actuator sized to open against higher CCP discharge pressure.

Temperature is always less than 200 F.

1

|

|

EMHV8801
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EVALUATION CRITERIA TO ELIMINATE REMAJNING VALVES
|

1. Pressure Locking |

(a) Does the vehr inservice testing conditions bound the N/A * (Y)
postulated thermal and hydraulic pressure locking

i

COtiditions? |

)
I

If conditions are present, quarterly surveillance testing is under*

same conditions as post accident operations.

(b) is the actuator sized for maximum expected bonnet pressure N/A (Y)
due to combined thermal and hydraulic pressure locking
conditions? j

If YES to Either, then the valve is considered not susceptible to

| pressure locking.

|
'

2A. 7hermalBinding (Wedge Efect)

| '

j (a) Does a procedure exist that requires cycling the valve at a N/A
'

l cooling AT intenal of approximt!t!y 20-50'F.

| If YES, then the valve is considered not susceptible to thermal binding
'

due to the wedge effect.
i

2B. ThermalBinding (Stem Efect) ;

(a) Does the valve actuator have a compensating spring for N/A
| stem growth?
|

If YES, then the valve is considered not susceptible to thermal binding

| due to the stem efTect.
|

2C. ThermalBinding (General)

(a) is the actuator sized for unseating thrust which takes into
,

| N/A
account differential thermal contraction of valve disk and
body as well as stem growth? j

1

(b) Does the valve inservice testing conditions bound the postulated N/A
thermal binding conditions?

If YES to ANY, then the valve is considered not susceptible to
thermal binding.

!.

EMHV8801

.-
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EMHV8803A & B, BORONINJ HDR SUPPLYFROM CCPs

| DESCRIPTION

'

EMHV8803 A & B are 4" flexible wedge gate valves, equipped with SBD-00 operators that have spring i

compensators. The valves are setup to close on limit. The valves are located in the auxiliary building and
isolate the centrifugal charging pumps (CCPs) from the boron injection header. The maximum post !

accident temperature for these valves is 110* F. ,

SAFETY RELATED FUNCTION
i

During normal operations, EMHV8803 A & B are closed. These valves are required to open upon receipt |
of a safety injection signal and other emergency conditions which require injection of water to the reactor

'

coolant system (RCS). 4

i

EVALUATION DISCUSSION !
:

EMHV8803A & B are not exposed to hot conditions. Additionally, these valves are closed on limit and
the valve operators are equipped with a spring compensator. Both of these items reduce the wedging
forces during closing. Thus, thermal binding is not a concern for these vahes.

These valves are normally closed, and are isolated from the RCS by two check nives and a gate ulve in ,

'
series. Pressurization is not postulated from the RCS. On the upstream side, the ulves are separated
from normal charging pressure by one check valve. Since a small amount ofleakage is allowed, over time
the potential exists for the upstream side of the valves to be exposed to charging header pressure. Leakage
past the valve seat into the bonnet could result in bonnet pressure near charging header pressure

However, safety related opening of these valves is required only aAer one or both CCPs are running,
generating the same conditions as are present for normal operations. Since this is the design condition for i
these valves, this is not a concern. I

Also, these vah'es are stroke tested in the Inservice Testing (IST) program on a quarterly basis. The ;

testing conditions are representative of the conditions under which the valves operate when required to !
open for their safety function.

.

Since these valves are not exposed to high temperatures during normal or accident operations, the
conditions to create thermally induced pressure locking are not present.

CONCLUSION |

EMHV8803A & B are not susceptible to pressure locking or thermal binding.

EMHV8803

|

I
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WOG VALVE CATEGORIZATION CRITERIA FOR

PRESSURE LOCKING AND THERMAL BINDING

i

!

VALVE: EMHV8803A & B. CCP TO BORON INJ HDR INLET ISO

l

INITIAL SCREENING TO ELIMINATE ALL NON-APPLICABLE VALVES
l.

1. ValveApplicability

(a) Is the valve a safety related Power Operated Gate Valve? Y )
;

(b) Does the valve have a licensing conunitment? Y !

If NO to BOTH, then the valve is considered not applicable.
,

i

2. Function

(a) Does the valve have a safety-related function to open? Y

IfYES,
|
,

(i) Is it normally or occadonally closed during normal or safety Y
related operations?

If NO, then valve is considered not applicable.

If no, then vahe is considered hot applicable.

3. Component Designfor Pressure Locking

(a) Is the valve a solid wedge gate valve? N

If YES, then the valve is considered not applicable for pressure locking.

4. Component Designfor Thermal Binding
|

(a) Is the vahe a double disk gate vahr? N
i

(b) is the valve a parallel disk gate valve? N

If YES to ANY, then the valve is considered not applicable
for thermal binding.

EMHV8803
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| COMPONENT LEVEL SCREENING

5. Pressure Locking

(a) Does the valve have a design feature that mitigates pressure N
locking (i.e., hole in disk, bonnet bypass line, bonnet pressure
relief, active packing leakoff line, etc.)?

If YES, then the valve is considered not susceptible to pressure locking.

6. ThermalBinding

l
l Not applicable

SYSTEM LEVEL SCREENING

7A. Pressure Locking (Hydraulic Efects)

(a) Ii the valve normally or occasionally exposed to high pressure N
! fluid and is the attached piping potentially depressurized prior
j to valve actuation?
!

! (b) Is the valve, which is not normally exposed to high pressure N **
'

fluid, potentially subjected to high pressure fluid due to leakage
from a high pressure source and is the attached piping potentially
depressurized prior to valve actuation?

If NO to ALL, then valve is considered not susceptible to pressure

| locking due to hydraulic effects.

7B. Pressure Locking (ThermalEfects)

| (a) Is the valve stem oriented in a horizontal or below 1 orizontal N
| conflguration as to trap steam condensate in the bonnet when

closed?

,
(b) Does the valve, which is oc* normally or occasionally exposed to N

| hot fluid, potentially experience body temperaune changes from
| fluid temperature conditions in the attached piping?
|

(c) Does the valve, which is not normally exposed to high N
temperature conditions, potentially experience hot temperature
conditions (e.g., high energy line break)?

(d) Can the valve see a temperature increase greater than normal N

| ambient swings?
!

If NO to ALL, then the valve is considered not susceptible to pressure
locking due to thermal effects.

EMHV8803

|

|

|
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;. 8A. ThermalBinding (Wedge Efect)
*

a

(a) Is the va've closed hot followed by a significant cooldows N
and then required to open?

(b) Is the hot vaht required to close while the systemhahr is N
cooling down (i.e., subject valve closure terminates cooling)
and required to open after the valve has cooled down?

(c) Can a significant temperature gradient develop across the N

Islve after it is closed and is the valve then required to
. be opened?

g If NO to ALL, then tt nalve is considered not susceptible to
thermt' binding due to the wedge effect.

I 8B. ThermalBinding (Stem E,fect)

(a) Is the vaht closed hot, with no subsequent cooldown, N
? then required to open?

(b) Is the hot vaht requred to close while the system / valve N
is being cooled down and signaled to open before the vaht
cools down (i.e., not completely cooled down)?

If NO to ALL, then the valve is considered not susceptible to
thermal binding due to the stem effect.

r COMMENTSa

All answers to component anJ ystem levei screening are 'NO'.

7A,(b) May be pressurized from charging system, but actuator sized to
open against CCP discharge pressure.

Temperature is always less than 200 F.

j: } ' %

ft

EMHV8803

.
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EVALUATION CRITERIA TO ELIMINATE REMAINING VALVES

1. Pressure Locking

(a) Does the valve insenice testing conditions bound the N/A * m
postulated thermal and hydraulic pressure locking
conditions?

! * If condition: are present, quarterly surveillance testing is under
same conditions as post accident operations.

(b) is the actuator sized for maximum expected bonnet pressure N/A m
due to combined thermal and hydraulic pressure locking
conditions?

If YES to Either, then the valve is considered not susceptible to
pressure locking.

2A. ThermalBinding A'Nge Efect)

(a) Does a procedure exist that requires cycling the vaht at a N/A
cooling AT interval of approximately 20-50*F.

If YES, then the valve is considered not susceptible to thermal binding
due to the wedge effect.

2B. ThermalBinding (Stem Efect)
i

1
1 (a) Dces the valve actuator hase a compensating spring for N/A

st:m grow?h?

If YES, then the vahe is considered not susceptible to thermal binding
due to the stem effect.

2C. ThermalBinding (General)

(a) is the actuator sized for unscating thrust which takes into
N/A

account differential thermal contraction of vahe disk and
body as well as stem growth?

(b) Does the valve insenice testing conditions bound the postulated N/A
thermal binding conditions?

If YES to ANY, then the valve is considered not susceptible to
thermal binding.

EMHV8803

~
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BBHV8000A 8, B, PZR PORVBLOCK VALVES j

DESCRIPTION

BBHV8000A & B are 3" flexible wedge gate valves, equipped with SB-00 operators that have spring
compensators which are setup to close on limit. The valves are located inside containment in the line
from the pressurizer to the power operated relief valves (PORVs). The valves are normally open, but are I

allowed to be closed in order to isolate a PORV that has excessive seat leakage. Plant Technical i

Specification 3.4.4 allows both block valves to be closed to isolate leaking PORVs.

I

SAFETY RELATED FUNCTION

|
Under normal plant operation, these valves are open, thus ne movement would be required to perform ,

their safety function. However, technical specifications allow these block valves to be closed to isolate a I

leaking PORV. This action is proper for the purpose of preventing small break loss of coolant accidents
(SBLOCA) due to excessive PORV leakage.

Opening of the PORVs is necessary to meet the FSAR accident analysis assumptions following a design ;

basis steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) accident. One PORV and block valve are assumed to cpen in ;

order to equalize the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure and the ruptured steam generator prescre
within 30 minutes of the accident initiation.

The block valves would also be required to open if the PORVs are used to satisfy Cold Overpressure

Protection (COPS). This is not a concern for this evaluation because alternate methods are available for
COPS.

l

l

EVALUATION DISCUSSION
l

The following discussion is based on the assumption that one or both block valves are cloud to isolate

| excessive seat leakage from a PORV. This is not the normal plant line-up, however over the 11 year
operation of the Callaway plant, a block valve has been closed to isolate PORV leakage. There have been'

no cases when both block valves were closee.. concurrently to isolate leaking PORVs. )
I
'

The Westinghouse Owner's Group (WOG) valve categorization did not identify a potential pressure
locking concern, but did indicate these valves may be susceptible to thermal binding. A definitive 'NO'
could not be answered to screening question 8A.(a), 'Is the valve closed hot followed by a significant
cooldown and then required to openT However, the categorization later deemed the valves are not
susceptible to thermal binding because the insersice testing conditions bound the postulated thermal
binding conditions.

When isolating a leaking PORV, the valve could be at an elevated temperature due to the leakage. A
temperature indicator is located on the pipe 2 to 5 feet from the PORVs. Normal readings are typically 85

i to 90' F. With PORV leakage, ti.e indicator has reached approximately 160* F. It would be expected that
'

temperature at the block valve would be higher. Exact data is not available for block valve temperature
with a leaking 70RV, and could vary based on the leakage rate.<

The piping configuration at Callaway results in the formation of a large loop seal. The water seal is3

located in over 19 feet of 3" pipe, which results in a water seal volume of approximately 5-1/2 gallons. If
a block valve were closed to isolate a leaking PORV, the initial temperature of the valve, although higher,:

i

BBHV8000
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would be in equilibrium. Once the valve is closed and leakage terminated, the valve temperature would
approach ambient containment temperatures.

Callaway and Wolf Creek have the same valve model installed, with similar piping configurations. No
failures have occurred at either unit, although both plants have previously closed block valves to isolate a
leaking PORV. The valve setup in the Motor Operated Valve (MOV) program also reduces the potential
to thermally bind. The valves are closed on limit instead of being torqued into the seat. The SB operator
with spring compensator limits the closing forces, and would compensate for any stem growth. T'
flexible wedge valve design is also less susceptible to thermal binding than is a solid wedge valv

Data collected for the Westinghouse Owners Group prosides supporting esidence for assured operation of
the PORV block valves. No failure has ever occurred at a Westinghouse plant. Per NUREG 1275, the
one block valve failure reported in the industry was at a non-Westinghouse plant. The corrective action
was to replace the solid wedge gate valve with a flexible wedge gate valve.

When required to open following a SGTR, RCS pressure will be less than the normal pressure of 2235
psig due to the loss ofinventory and small cooldown. This reduction in the differential pressure would
provide additional capability for valve opening. Also, RCS temperature will have dropped less than
100* F at the time valve operation is required.

For valves BB-HV-8000A & B, a Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) sensitisity run was performed.
Assuming the common cause failure probability increases by an order of magnitude, the percentage
increase in core damage frequency is only 0.30%

Based on the above discussion of valve design, operator design, and operating conditions, these valves are
not inclined to thermally bind. In addition, the conditions under which these valves are tested insenice
bound the post accident operating conditions. The valves are stroke tested on a quarterly basis. This
testing is still required if a block valve has been closed to isolate a leaking PORV. Due to the presence of
the large loop seal, the valve will be at its cooler equilibrium temperature which would be the same as the
post accident operating temperature. RCS pressure during normal orcrations will be higher than the post
accident pressure. The equal temperature, and higle pressure during insenice testing bound the
conditions under which the valves must operate post accident.

CONCLUSION

The existing plant configuration and operating procedures are sufficient to ensure reliable operation of the
PZR PORV Block Valves, BBHV8000A & B. These valves are not susceptible to pressure locking. While
not the normal line-up, plant conditions could exist such that the valves are closed and then must be re-

opened at a lower temperature. The valve design and actuator setup will preclude thermal binding.
Additionally, plant conditions under which inservice testing is performed are more severe than when the
valves must open to perform their safety function.

|

|

|
l

BBHV8000
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WOG VALVE CATEGORIZATION CRITERIA FOR

PRESSURE LOCKING AND THERMAL BINDING

|

|

VALVE: BBHV8000A & B. PZR PORV BLOCK VALVE

INITIAL SCREENING TO ELIMINATE ALL NON-APPLICABLE VALVES

1. ValveApplicability

(a) Is the valve a safety related Power Operated Gate Valve? Y

(b) Does the valve have a licensing conunitment? Y

I If NO to BOTH, then the valve is considered not applicable.
|

2. Function

(a) Does the valve have a safety-related function to open? Y

If YES,

(i) Is it normally or occasionMly closed durir g normal or safety _Y
related operations?

If NO, then valve is considered not applicable.

| If no, then valve is considered not applicable.

|

3. Component Designfor Pressure lacking

i
l (a) is the valve a solid wer',ge gate valve? N

If YES, then the valve is cor.:idered not applicable for pressure locking.

| 4. Component Designfor ThermalBinding

i

(a) Is the valve a double djsk gate valve? N'

(b) Is the ulve a parallel disk gate valve? N

If YES to ANY, then the valve is considered not applicable
for thermal binding.

;

5

BBliV8000
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COMPONENTLEVEL SCREENING
,

l

5. Pressure Locking

(a) Does the valve have a design feature that mitigates pressure N |
locking (i.e., hole in disk, bonnet bypass line, bonnet pressure I

relief, active packing leakoff line, etc.)?

If YES, then the valve is considered not susceptible to pressure locking.

6. ThermalBinding

Not applicable

SYSTEM LEVEL SCREENING

7A. Pressure Locking (Hydraulic Efects)

(a) Is the valve normally or occasionally exposed to high pressure N
fluid and is the attached piping potentially depressurized prior ,

to valve actuation?

(b) Is the valve, which is not normally exposed to high pressure N
fluid, potentially subjected to high pressure fluid due to leakage
from a high pressure source and is the attached piping potentially
depressurized prior to vahe actuation?

|

If NO to ALL, then vahe is considered not susceptible to pressure
locking due to hydraulic effects.

78. Pressure Locking (ThermalEfects)

(a) is the valve stem oriented in a horizontal or below horizontal N
configuration as to trap steam condensate in the bonnet when
closed?

(b) Does the valve, which is not normally or occasionally exposed to N
hot fluid, potentially experience body temperature changes from
fluid temperature conditions in the attached piping?

(c) Does the valve, which is not normally exposed to high N
temperature conditions, potentially experience hot temperature
conditions (e.g., high energy line break)?

(d) Can the vahr see a temperature increase greater than normal N
ambient swings?

If NO to ALL, then the valve is considered not susceptible to pressure
locking due to thermal effects.

BBHV8000
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8A. ThermalBinding (Wedge Efect)

l (a) Is the valve closed hot followed by a significant cooldown Y**
| and then required to open?
!
! (b) Is the hot valve required to close while the system / valve is N

cooling down (i.e., subject valve closure terminates cooling)t

| and required to open aAct the valve has cooled down?

(c) Can a significant temperature gradient develop across the N

valve aAer it is closed and is the valve then required to
,

| k yW7
:

If NO to ALL, then the valve is considered not susceptible to
thermal binding due to the wedge effect.

8B. ThermalBinding (Stem Efect)
i
I

(a) Is the valve closed hot, with no subsequent cooldown, N,

| then required to open?

| (b) Is the hot valve required to close while the system / valve N
! is being cooled down and signaled to open before the valve

'

cools down (i.e., not completely cooled down)?
.

If NO to ALL, t.'en the valve is considered not susceptible to

|
thermal binding due to the stem effect. j

i !

l
i |
! |

|

*a COMMENTS

| 8A.(a) Valve may be closed to isolate a leaking PORV. It would be
'

uniformly hot when closed, than uniformly cooler when
required to open.

:

!
i

s

|

i

4 i

i

BBHV8000
,
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EVALUATION CRITERIA TO ELIMINATE REMAINING VALVES

1. Pressure Locking

(a) Does the valve insenice testing conditions bound the N/A
postulated thermal and hydraulic pressure locking
conditions?

(b) Is the actuator sized for maximum expected bonnet pressure N/A
due to combined thermal and hydraulic pressure locking
conditions?

If YES to Either, then the valve is considered not susceptible to
pressure locking.

2A. ThermalBinding (Wedge Efect)

(a) Does a procedure exist that requires cycling the valve at a N
cooling AT interval of approximately 20-50 F.

If YES, then the valve is considered not susceptible to thermal binding
due to the wedge effect.

2B. ThermalBinding (Stem Efect)

(a) Does the valve actuator have a compensating spring for Y
stem growth?

If YES, then the valve is considered not susceptible to thermal binding
due to the stem effect.

2C. ThermalBinding (General)

(a) is the actuator sized for unseating thrust which takes into N

Iccount differential thermal contraction of valve disk and
body as well as stem growth?

(b) Does the valve inservice testing conditions bound the postulated Y*
thermalbinding conditions?

If conditions are present(valve closed), quarterly surveillance*

testing is under mole severe conditions then post accident operations.
'

If YES to ANY, then the valve is considered not susceptible to
thermal binding.

BBHV8000

i
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